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KILLING TENSOR FIELDS OF DEGREE 2 AND
SPECTRUM OF SO(n+l)/SO(n-l)xSO(2)
KwoiCHi TANDAI AND TAKESHI SUMITOMO
(Received May 28, 1979)
In the present paper, together with the subsequent one, we shall investigate
a few problems concerning the graded algbra S ^ S ^ - Σ S ^ f i ^ " ) )
(direct sum) of symmetric tensor fields generated by the space $(Sn) of Killing
vector fields on the standard sphere (Sny gQ) of dimension n.
The key assertion in the present paper is Theorem 1, which states that the
centralizer of the Laplacian Δ of (Sn> g0) in the algebra 2)(Sn) of linear differen-
tial operators on Sn is generated by Killing vector fields.
Next we shall show that the second eigen-space of Δ is characterized in
terms of Killing vector fields. We shall investigate the fundamental properties
of the operators δ*, δ and the de Rham-Lichnerowicz operator Δ acting on
the graded space S * ( M ) = 5 J SP(M) of symmetric tensor fields on a Riemannian
manifold (M, g). Let Geod (Sn) be the space of geodesies on (Sn, £0), which
is identified with SO(n+l)ISO(n-l)x SO(2). The Radon-Michel transform
(R. Michel [5]) Λ: S*(M)->C°°(Geod(S*)) is a map which commutes with
the de Rham-Lichnerowicz operator in the sense of Lemma 17 and Lemma 29.
The space S2(&(Sn)) is decomposed into the direct sum of eigen-subspaces of
the de Rham-Lichnerowicz operator restricted to S2(Si(Sn)) in the following
way: S2(®{Sn))=- V4n®V2(n+1)@V0. An eigen-space of the de Rham-Lich-
nerowicz operator on S2($(Sn)) is transformed under the Radon-Michel
transform to an SO(rc+l)-space of eigen-functions of the Laplacian of SO(n-\-\)j
S0(n—ί)xS0(2) with the standard metric£.
Analogous decompositions on Sp($i(Sn))(p ^ 3) and the spectrum of
SO(n+l)ISO(n— l)χSO(2) will be discussed in the subsequent paper [6].
Throughout the present paper we shall work tacitly only on the category
of the real C^-differentiable manifolds. For instance, by a function we mean
a real-valued C°°-function. By an algebra we mean an algebra over R with an
identity.
1. Killing vector fields on Sn. Let (M,g) be a connected C°°-Riemannian
manifold of dimension n. Let Δ be the Laplacian defined by —g^V^j.
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It is known that a diffeomorphism Φ of M leaves Δ invariant if and only if Φ
is an isometry of M (S. Helgason [3], p. 587). Let ®(M) be the algebra of
all linear differential operators on Mwith C "-coefficients. We introduce three
subalgebras S)f (*=1, 2, 3) of ®(M). ^ ( M ) is the subalgebra consisting of
all operators in ®(M) commuting with Δ, i.e., the centralizer of Δ. $)2(M)
is the subalgebra of ®(M) generated by Δ and all Killing vector fields. S)3(M)
is the subalgebra generated by all Killing vector fields. These four algebras
are also regarded as Lie algebras with respect to the bracket product:
(1.1) [D1,D2]f=D1(D2f)-D2(DJ)y
where D^^M) (i=l, 2), /eC°°(M). The above characterization of isom-
etry may be restated as in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. A vector field ξ on (M, g) is a Killing one if and only if
[ξ, Δ]=0.
The proof of Proposition 1 will be given in 3.
As a result of Proposition 1 we have the following inclusions:
(1.2) ΦiίMjaS^MjaΦaίΛί).
These inclusions aroused our interest in the problem of determining the
Riemannian manifolds for which these subalgebras coincide. The following
main theorem in the present paper will show that (Sn,g0) offers the simplest
example.
Theorem 1. For the n-dimensional sphere (5M, g0) (n^2), the following equa-
lities hold.
(1.3) ^(S") = ®2(5n) - 2>3(Sn)
In order to prove Theorem 1 we prepare some fundamental properties of
homogeneous differential operators and those of spherical harmonics. The
standard sphere (Sn,g0) of dimension n is the hypersurface:
with the induced metric where (x
u
 -",x
n+1) is a rectangular coordinate system
in En+ι. Putting R+= {re/2 |r>0}, we have the canonical diffeomorphism
En+1-{0} »R+xSn:xι>(r
Lemma 1. Let M{ (i=l, 2) be differentiable manifolds. Then there are
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subalgebras ©(M^ and ®(M2) in ©(ik^ X M2) canonίcally isomorphίc to ©(Mj) and
®(M2) respectively and each one of them is the centralizer of the other in <S>{Mι X M2).
Proof. This is obvious if M1 and M2 are real number spaces. The general
case follows easily from the special case above.
Every function in C°°(Sn) can be extended to a homogeneous function de-
fined on En+1— {0} of arbitrarily given degree in the obvious way. On the
other hand, by Lemma 1. we can identify a linear differential operator D on
Sn with a linear differential operator on En+1— {0}, which we denote by the
same letter Z), characterized by the following properties:
(1.4) i)
ii) [D, r*] = 0 ,
where r2 denotes the operator defined as the multiplication by r2. (1.4) is a
direct consequence of the second assertion of Lemma 1. Referring t^o a
rectangular coordinate system the above identified operator can be expressed
as follows.
(1.4)' D = Σ Σ If'1"1* \ -
with symmetric coefficients ξ'i'"'*, where each ξ'Ί""1'* is a homogeneous function
of degree k as is easily verified by Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions.
We shall call such a differential operator on En+1— {0} a homogeneous diff-
erential operator. Throughout the present paper the notation ^ ( S " ) (ί = 1, 2, 3)
should be understood under the identification above.
The symbol of a homogeneous differential operator D written as in (1.4)'
is a symmetric tensor field of degree N:
ψ
 g,v..,v 9 ^ 9 ft...ft
 9
L e m m a 2. Tλe symbol of a homogeneous differential operator D is anni-
n + l
hilated by the radial vector field i ? = Σ Λ?, 9/9Λf :
I = 1
(1.5) w + 1
Proof. The non-trivial highest order term of the differential operator
[D, r2] is obviously
n-l
Σ
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the coefficients of which must vanish on account of (1.4)ϋ).
Lemma 3. If a homogeneous differential operator D commutes with the
Laplacian Δ of {Sn,g0), then every coefficient ξ'l'"^ of D is a polynomial function of
degree k with respect to xly •••, xn+1.
Let us recall some classical results on spherical harmonics. If Pk and Hk
denote the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k and the space of
harmonic homogeneous polynomials of degree k, with respect to x{ (i=ίy •••,
n+1) respectively. As is well known ([7], [1]), the space ίtk of spherical func-
tions for the eigen-value k(n-\-k—1) of the Laplacian of (Sn>g0), coincides with
the space of the restrictions of the function in Hk to S
n
.
Furthermore, Rk is an irreducible representation space of SO(n-{-l). The
following relations are also classically known:
i) ^ P2k = H2kφr2H2k_2®-r2kH0
ii) P2k^ = H2
Proof of Lemma 3. From the assumption we see that each eigen-subspace
ffk is invariant under Zλ On the other hand, D commutes with the multiplica-
tion of r2 in the sense of (1.4)U). Consequently every Pk is invariant under Zλ
If we apply D to the constant function 1, we find that the term of degree 0 of D
is constant. By the induction on k> we see that each f 'V"1'* is a homogeneous
polynomial of degree k. This proves Lemma 3.
We call a symmetic tensor field fίΊ"''V ® ® of degree N admissible,
dxh dxiN
if it satisfies
(i) each coefficient ξ'l'"** is a homogeneous function of degree N9 and
(ii) it is annihilated by the radial vector field R,i,e.y
Thus the symbol of a homogeneous differential operator is admissible by Lemma
2. For an admissible tensor field ξ=ξ'ϊ"'jr—®•••(£) we define a tensor
9**, 9**,
field ξl of degree N-ί by
=
 _J_/8g"-^-»'_8p^-.'\_g_ _ 8 _
2(iV+i)V dx
a
 dxib Jdx,~ X . ,
for each a, 6=1, •••, n-\-\.
Lemma 4. Let ξ be an admissible tensor field of order N. Then
i) ξl is also admissible.
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iii) If ξ is of polynomial coefficients, so is each ξab.
Proof. From the definition of an admissible tensor field i) is easily veri-
fied. The proof of ii) follows from the direct calculation:
ζ*
1
 *•& = 2 J #f( — 1 — .
f)γ. /V-U1 f ί = l \ ?)γ c)v. ft)v.
l/Λf __ ±y L*iJ x x κJι\ z yJiX; I \JtΛ/f
*j£v J * *
On account of Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions and of Lemma 2,
iii) is obvious from (1.6).
L e m m a 5. If every coefficient ξiϊ"iir of admissible tensor field ξ is a
polynomial, ξ belongs to the algebra generated by the Killing vector fields.
Proof. The iteration of ii) and iii) in Lemma 4 shows that ξ is a linear
sum with constant coefficients Cai °N\
h'"bjsr
Since x
a
 — x b , a, b= 1, •••,«+ 1, are generators of the Lie algebra of
dxb dxa
Killing vector fields, the lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let D be an element of ^(S") of degree 0. Lemma
2 shows that its coefficient is a constant. If D is an element of ®
x
(5n) of degree
N, its symbol ξ can be expressed as in the proof of Lemma 5,
n/ _ Cai"°»(x A _
x
 9
 W W * 9 _v 9 λ
, , fhtj
being an element of ^ 3(Sn) with the same symbol and the degree as D> we
obtain an element D—D' of ®i(Sn) of degree at most N — 1. By the induction
on the degree of D we see that Φ^S") is generated by Killing vector fields.
2. Killing vector fields on (S n , g0) and the space H2
In contrast to 1 where we are mainly concerned with the calculus on En+1
rather than on *Sn, our main tool in 2, 3 and 4 will be the Riemannian geometry
on (Snyg0). If (M, g) is of constant curvature, the metric can be normalized so
that its scalar curvature is 8n(n—l), £ = ± 1 . A Killing vector field ? on a
Riemannian manifold M is by definition a vector field satisfying the differential
equation
(2.1) V,^+Vy? f = 0 ,
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where ξ{ =gijξs are the covariant components of ξ.
It is well known that a vector field ξ on a compact Riemannian manifold
is Killing if and only if it satisfies the following equation
(2.1)' V,V.^+ JRΛ ί/^ = 0,
where the sign of the curvature tensor is chosen so that the equality (2.1)' holds
as in [8].
In this paragraph we shall prove
Theorem 2. Let ξ and η be Killing vector fields on a Riemannian manifold of
constant curvature with the scalar curautre R = £n(n—l), £ = ± 1 . Then <£, η} =
gifciyl\ satisfies
(2.2) Δ«f,
Cξ „ being a constant given by
where <Vg.
/w particular, for
(2.3)
, η) is the Killing-Cartan form of the Lie algebra SO(n-\-ί) identified with
the Lie algebra $t(Sn). Moreover, such eigen-functions <f, ηy-\- -B(ξyη)
generate linearly the subspace i?2 of second spherical harmonics.
Proof. By the assumption of constant curvature, (2.1)' turns into the
following equation
(2.4) V,Vy£*+£(£.;.£*-£.δJ) = 0, S = ± 1 .
The third order covariant derivatives of the squared length function \ξ | 2 =
<£> ζy °f a Killing vector field ξ satisfy
(2.5) V'V. Vy 1112 = 2
+(v
Λ
vyr)v,
Substituting (2.4) into (2.5), we obtain
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(2.6) V'V. VX I ξ 12) = -2g' i{gij
= -φ+3)V y(|? | 2)
On the other hand, making use of Ricci identity:
(V
ί
V,-V
ί
V,)& = -l?
w
*f»,
we obtain
(2.7) V'V,V,(1 £ 12) = g» {(VAV,-V,VA)V, ( I ξ 12)
+V,V,V,( I ξ 12)} = £(n- 1)V,( I ξ 12)-V,
Comparing (2.6) with (2.7), we have
(2.8) V/Δ<£, f>-2f(if+l)<e, f » = 0 .
Polarizing (2.8) we obtain
(2.8)' V,(Δ<f, v>-2e(n+lKξ, η» = 0 ,
where ^ is a Killing vector field. Integrating the above equation, we obtain
the following formula with a suitable constant c$
v
.
(2.9) Δ«f, *>+<*.„) = 26(n+l)«f, 7>+r
ί t , ) .
We must determine c%
v
 in terms of Killing vector fields ξ and η. Here we
quote a formula in [8]:
(2.10) - Δ ( I ξ 12)
From the assumption, (2.10) becomes
(2.10/ - Δ ( | £ | 2 )
Polarizing (2.10)', we obtain
Comparing (2.9) with the above equation, we have
(2.11) < ?! ^
where c^ = ^±<Vf, V^>
+ 1 w+1
o/ ίA^  second half of Theorem 2. As the space βk of spherical
harmonics of degree k is an irreducible representation space of SO(n-\-l), in
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order to prove that the space S2 be spanned linearly by the eigen-funetions
above cited, it is Sufficient to show that the space of the eigen-functions of type
(2.11) be an invariant subspace of B2. It is clear that a function of the type
(2.11) is transformed to a function of the same type under an isometry. This
is what is required.
The remainder of this section is devoted itself to the proof of the equality
(2.3). At first we shall show that the bilinear form c%
 v
 on &(Sn) is an adjoint-
invariant form.
Lemma 6. Let ξ, η and ζ be elements of ®(SM). Then
i) *[«.*].€ = 0, ϋ) ctϊ^ζ+ciζrfj = 0 .
Proof. It suffices to prove i), for ii) is the polarization of i). From (2.11)
the condition i) can be rewritten into
(2.12) <vfc, vl Vf>+<2[f, *], ξ> = 0 ,
since £ = 1 . For the second term of (2.12),
On the other hand, the first term of (2.12) is expressed as
If we substitute (2.4) into the above equality, we obtain
,-V, fy)f V = ~2ξkVk<ξ, v> .
Thus (2.12) is proved. Q.E.D.
On the other hand, it is well known that the Killing-Cartan form B(ξ, v)
is an adjoint-invariant negative definite bilinear form on $t(Sn). As a con-
sequence of Schur's lemma, it is easily verified that there is a constant c such
that
c^tV = cB(ξ, v)
for Killing vector fields ξ and v.
The remaining problem is to determine the constant c. This is accom-
plished by observing that \ξ\2-\-cB{ξ, ξ) should be a spherical harmonic for
). A basis of &(Sn) is canonically given by
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restricted to Sn.
Direct calculation yields the following multiplication-table:
,f] f
2 la 2a
ξ,ζ] = -ξ
2 2a 2a
12 ab
It is easily verified that
B(ξy ξ) = Tr ad f-ad f = -2(n- l ) ,
12 12 12 12
from which we obtain
where r2 = 2 (x
a
)2.
So it is sufficient to determine the value of c so that
n + l
be harmonic on En+1, i.e.,
where
From this equation we obtain c =
I dxl dxl+1
1
3. de Rham-Lichnerowicz operator and Radon-Michel transform
onSn
We shall define the differential operators S and δ* acting on the space
S(M) = ^SP(M) (direct) of symmetric tensor fields on M where SHM)
denotes the space of symmetric tensor fields of degree p on M. these operators
play the role somewhat analogous to δ and d on the de Rham complex. Since
we are working on a Riemannian manifold, we can identify the tangent bundle
with the contangent bundle by means of the Riemannian metric. From this
point of view we are mainly concerned with the contravariant symmetric tensor
fields.
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We define δ as the adjoint operator of the covariant differentaition on
the space of tensor fields, i.e., (δ | , v) = (ξ, V^), where the degrees of ξ and η
as tensor fields arep and^>—1 respectively, and the inner product of two tensor
fields of degree p is given by
(3.1) (ξ, V) = \β, V>d
σ
 =
The restriction of δ to the space of symmetric tensor fields will also be denoted
by δ, as δ preserves the symmetπcity of tensor fields. The local expression of
δis
where ξ is a tensor field of degree p.
The operator δ* is defined as the adjoint operator of δ in the space of
symmetric tensor fields:
(3.3) (δ*£, v) = (ξ, δv).
The local expression of δ* is given by
(3-4) Λ-'^pijiΣlV^..^,
where the summation in the right-hand side is with respect to the symmetric
group of degree p-\-\. Since ζ is symmetric, (3.4) can be rewritten in the
following form:
(3.4)' (S*ξ)
ξ)ii...h+l = ~(Vφ2...it+1+Vφ3...ίp+lii+
Lemma 7. A vector field ξ is Killing if and only if
(3.5) δ*f = 0 .
Moreover, a Killing vector field satisfies
(3.6) δξ = 0 .
Proof. Since
(δ*f) (
the lemma follows from (2.1).
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DEFINITION. A symmetric tensor product of vector fields ξ, (a= 1, •••,p) is
a
1 2 P p\ k
χ
 k2 kp
where the summation ranges over the symmetric group of degree p.
Lemma 8. Let ξ{e5£(SΛ)(1 ^i^p). Then
Proof. Making use of the derivation property of V, the lemma is proved
by induction. Q.E.D.
Lemma 9. Let ξ,v<= ®(Sn). Then
Proof.
We owe several results on the operator δ and δ* to M. Berger and
E. Ebin [2] and also to R. Michel [5].
Theorem (M. Berger and D. Ebin [2]). Let (M,g) be compact. S2(M) is
orthogonally decomposed as
t p χ = V,<e, v>. Q.E.D.
S\M) = Ker δ θ l m δ* .
It is known that $(Sn) is an irreducible representation space of SO(n-\-l). An
element of Sk(Sl(S*)) is called a Killing tensor field. A differential operator D
acting on C°°(M) on compact (M, g) is self-adjoint if
ψgψσ,
A,
where /, g^C°°(M) and/> is the degree of D.
We denote by ξ η the differential operator defined by
(3.7) (ξ v)f=ξ(vf),
Lemma 10. A Killing vector field is self-adjoint.
Proof. Let ξ be a Killing vector field. Then
= \
J
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On the other hand,
ξ(fg) = ξ%(fg) = -Kfgξ)Λ-fgϊξ = -B(fgξ).
So we have
( =-\ f(gξ)dσ. Q.E.D.
de Rham-Lichnerowicz operator Δ. Lichnerowicz [4] has introduced
the following differential operator Δ as a generalization of the Laplacian Δ
(3.8) (Δf),.,...,., = - ViVI ?, l...,.ί+Σ! RφA^
i j
for a covariant tensor field ξ of degree p. We call Δ de Rham-Lichnerowicz
operator. We define 5 by
which is called rough Laplacian.
For ξ(ΞS2(M) we have
(3.9) (Δ£),, = - ( S Ώ
For the later use we summarize the fundamental properties of de Rham-Lichner-
owicz operator:
i) Δ commutes with contraction: Δ Tr=Tr Δ (cf. (3.13)).
ii) Δ commutes with raising and lowering of indices,
iii) Δ preserves the space S(M) of symmetric tensor fields,
iv) Δ commutes with δ and δ* in a locally symmetric Riemannian manifold.
A. Lichnerowicz [4] proved i)~iv) for tensor fields of lower degrees. We
shall give the proofs of these assertions in the forthcoming paper [6].
Let us define a differential operator • in terms of Δ and Δ:
(3.10) • = 2 Δ - Δ .
For ξ<=S2(M) we have
(3.10)' (Πξh = (Xξ)i,-RiιεkJ-Rj£ki+2RkUIMkk.
Lemma 11.
on Sp(M).
Proof. We prove the lemma only for p—2. The general case can be ex-
ecuted similarly.
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(3δδ*-2δ*δ)? = - v w,
v
+v&4+Vjξki)+v»( v'f y i
By the Ricci identity the right-hand side reduces to (3.11).
Corollary. Let {M, g) be compact. Then the vanishing of any two of [Jξ,
Sξ and δ*ξ implies the vanishing of the remaining one.
Proof. From (3.11) we have
(Dξ, ξ) = (j>+l)(δ*f, 8*ξ)-p(Sξ, Sξ),
from which the assertion follows. Q.E.D.
For p^ί the definitions of Δ and • are reduced to the followings
i) Δ / = D / = 5 / ( / 6 C » ( M ) ) ,
ii)
in)
We remark here that the operator Π appears in the sub-symbol of the
bracket product of a differential operator and the Laplacian. We show this for
Lemma 12. Let ξ be a vector field. Then
[ξ, Δ ] / = 2(δ*ε)"v,v,/
Proof. By a direct calculation we obtain
[ξ, Δ]/ = _f'^(V^V,-V
ί
.V,V<)/
By the Ricci identity the first term is written as Rjjξ'V'f. From iii) above the
lemma follows. Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 1. From Lemma 12 the vanishing of [ξ, A] implies
the vanishing of δ*£, because the latter is the symbol of —[ξ, η]. So the
necessity is proved. Conversely a Killing vector field ξ satisfies δ*f = O and
Df = 0. From Lemma 12 we have [f, Δ]=0. Q.E.D.
Let - : S\M) -> ®2(M), ξ H> f = f "V,Vi
Lemma 13. Let (M,g) be with parallel Ricci tensor. For ξ^
[I, Δ ] / = 2(δ*ξ)i*ViVjVj-(Oξ)iiViVjf-^(Ψξ^
Proof. From the definition of the bracket product of differential operators
we have
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(3.12) [F, Δ]/ = f ' Λ W - ^ . V Λ M - ί V.VβyV,V,./))
Making use of the Ricci identity, the first term of the right hand side of (3.12)
is expressed as
+V.V<V»V,-V<V.V,Vy+V,V.V,V,-V,V,V.V,)/
Thus the sum of the first two terms of the right-hand side of (3.12) coincides
with —(DD' Ύ. Vy/. As for the last term of (3.12), we can decompose it into
the sum of the terms of the third order and the first order covariant derivatives
by the following routine calculation:
2(V'£'*)V,ViV»/ = j [(V'P)V,V;V J+(V*fOV*Vi
= y [(V'^ V.-VyV */+(V*rv)(V*V,V,.- V, V, V*
V
Λ
/. Q.E.D.
For a symmetric tensor field f of degree 2, we consider a differential oper-
ator Vj(^ >;'Vy/), which has the following properties:
i) its symbol is £. ii) it is self-adjoint, i.e.,
where ( , ) is the inner product (3.1) and one of/ and g is with compact carrier.
Proposition 2. Let ξ^S\Sn). The following three conditions are mutually
equivalent:
i) ξ is the symbol of a differential operator D of degree 2 in ^(S"). ii) ξ
belongs to S2(®(Sn)). iii) ξ satisfies the equation δ*f=0.
That i) implies ii) is a direct consequence of Theorem 1. The implication
of ii) to in) is also shown in Lemma 8. The remaining part to be proved is
that iii) implies i). For this we need three lemmas.
DEFINITION. Let ξGS2(S"). The trace Tr ξ is defined by
(3.13) Tr ξ = (goY^j = <f ,g
o
> .
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Put (Kerδ*/ = Kerδ*nS'(S"). Then Ker δ * = Σ ( K e r &*)* (direct sum)
is a graded subalgebra of S*(Sn).
Lemma 14. Let ξ e (Ker δ*)2. Then,
δ * T r | . ii)
Proof. From the definition of δ*, we have
Viξjk+Vjξki+Vkξij
Contracting gki on this equation, we obtain i):
From (3.11) we have
Dξ = 3δδ*£-2δ*δf = - 2 δ * δ £ .
Substituting i) into this equation we obtain the formula ii). Q.E.D.
As a next step toward Proposition 2, we give a feigned generalisation of
Theorem 2.
Lemma 15. Let ξ <= (Ker δ*)2. Then
Proof. The curvature tensor and the Ricci tensor of (5n, £0) are given
respectively by
Rijkl =
Rij = (n-l)(g
o
)u
Eliminating Άξ from (3.9)' and (3.10)', we obtain
Substituting ii) of Lemma 14 into this equality, we obtain
(3.14) Aξ = 4 ^ - 4 ( T r ξ)g0- VV Tr ξ .
Applying δ to (3.14), we have
(3.14)' 8Aξ = 4«δ?-4δ((Tr f ^ 0)-δVV Tr ξ .
As we can easily verify
Substituting this equality and i) of Lemma 14 into (3.14)', we obtain
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8Δf = (2n+4) Tr £-Sv Tr ξ . *>
Here we recall 4) of the fundamental properties of de Rham Lichnerowicz
operator Δ the proof of which is in [4]: δΔ£ = Δδf. Again applying i) of
Lemma 14, we obtain
2δAξ = VΔ Tr ξ = SV Tr £+(/*-1)V Tr ξ . **>
Comparing *) with **), we have
On the other hand, from the definition of the de Rham-Lichnerowicz opera-
tor we obtain
( Δ - ( Λ - 1 ) ) V Tr ξ = SV Tr ξ .
Here we recall again 4) of the fundamental properties of Δ. Then we obtain
from the above two equalities
V(Δ-2(n+l))Tr£ = 0.
Integrating the equality for a suitably chosen constant c% we have
Δ(Tr ξ+a) = 2(n+ l)(Tr ξ+c*). Q.E.D.
At this moment the remaining part to be proved in Proposition 2 is con-
tained in the following
Lemma 16. Let £<E(Kerδ*)2. Then the self-adjoint operator Vf (fl7Vy/)
commutes with the Laplacian. Consequently
Proof. Putting Tf = V, (?l7V; / ) , we have
Tf = ?%Vj
and
Making use of Lemma 12 and Lemma 13, we have
[T, Δ]/= F
By the assumption, the first term of the right-hand side in the above equality
vanishes. With the aid of Lemma 10, the vanishing of the coefficient of
V, Vy/ follows from
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-(3δδ*-2δ*δ)£-2δ*δ£ = 0 .
Finally the coefficients of the remaining terms are calculated as
and
Hence the above equality reduces to
[T, Δ ] / = i-V(Δ Tr £-2(n+l ) Tr ξ).
As a result of Lemma 15, we have [Γ, Δ]/ = 0. Thus we have proved the
first half of Lemma 16 and consequently the assertion of Proposition 2 follows.
The rest of Lemma 16 is a direct consequence of the part of Proposition 2 already
proved.
Radon-Michel transform. Let Geod(Sw) be the space of oriented geo-
desies on (Sn, gQ), and let Mn+ιf2 be the real Grassmann manifold as the set of
all oriented two dimensional planes passing through the origin in En+1. We
know that a geodesic in (Sn, gQ) is nothing but a great circle. Attaching to an
oriented great circle, an oriented 2-plane containing it, we obtain a canonical
bijection between Geod(*S"*) and M
n+1>2. Through this bijection, we can
transfer the structure of Riemannian symmetric homogeneous space of rank 2
from M
n+lt2 = SO(n+\)ISO(n-l)xSO(2) to Geod(S*). To a continuous
function/ on S" we associate a function f^ on Good(*Sw) by ΓΎγ) = I fds,
h
where s is the arc-length on y. This transform is extended to Λ: S*(Sn)-+
C°°(Geod(Sn)) as follows. For ξ(=Sp(Sn) we define a function ξ~ on Geod(Sw) by
(3.15) ΓW =
where y is a unit tangent vector field along y. This transform is called Radon-
Michel transform (abbreviated as R.-M. transform). We put (R. Michel [5])
(3.16) g^X, Y) = Mg
o
(X,Y)dsy
7C Jy
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where 7 is a point of Geod(Sn) in the left-hand side, while in the right-hand
side it is a geodesic on (Sn,g0). X and Y in the left-hand side are tangent
vectors at γ, while in the right-hand side they are normal Jacobi fields along 7.
g is an *SΌ(/z+l)-invariant Riemannian metric on Geod(*S"). We denote Δ^ the
Laplacian on (Geod(*Sn), g). The following lemma is essentially due to R. Michel
[5], who has proved only for ξ^S2(Sn). We give here the outline of the
proof for ξ^S^S"). The proof for symmetric tensor fields of higher degree
will be given by different method in the forthcomung paper [6].
Lemma 17. Let ξ be a vector field on (Sn, g0). Then
Proof. Consider a geodesic 7 on (Sn, g0) with the initial point m and the
tangent vector 7 at m. 7 is of period 2π with respect to its arc-length.
Choosing an basis; ^( = 7), ••*,£» of the tangent space T
m
(Sn) at w, we define
vector fields βf (£) i = l , 2, •••, n as parallel transports of e/s along 7. For each
\y we can define a one parameter family of geodesies by
φi(t, u) = exρ
m
ί(^ cos u-\-e{ sin u),
where (ty w)G(—π, π)x(—£, 6). The image φ,(f, u) generates a totally geodesic
surface S{ for each i. We denote by φ£(ί, u) a tangent vector of a geodesic
defined by tr->φi{ty u) at t.
Let Ei(u) be a function associated to (ξ, φ) by
£ » = Γ ξ(t, u)dt, (f(ί, K) - <f, φf.(ί, ιι)»,
where the subscript ί in the integrand is omitted.
d2
Now we shall calculate the variation —E^O). Let V be the direct product
du2
set of the punctured interval] —TΓ, π[— {0} with the interval] — 8, S[ and regard φ
as a geodesic polar coordinate system: F-*φ^F)CιS f . The Riemannian metric
induced on F by this mapping is
ds2 = φ*g = Jί2+sin2 ί rf« .
Henceforth we choose indices 1 and 2 in place of t and w, respectively. We
see that only non-vanishing ChristoffeΓs symbols are
T\2 - -s in /-cos t, Γ ^
sin £
If we write ξ instead of i*ξ where i denotes the canonical injection S^Sny we
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have
where (i*ξ)2 and {ί*ξ)2 are denoted by ξ1 and ξ2 respectively. We express the
integrand in terms of covariant derivatives and of the trigonometric functions as
du2 du du
= V2V2?!—sin t cos *Vi£i+^^
u&
 V2£2—cos
2
 i
sinί
On the other hand, we have —=sin t'eXt). Hence
du
I2(t, 0) _
sin t \sin t du
We have
—-ξ
x
{t, 0) = sin2 tV
eiVe^(^i(t))—sin ί cos tVe^e^t))
+2 cos J sin ί V ^ t (0)-cos2 t*ξ{ex{t)).
Then
(3.18) —EM = Γ [sin2 ίV. V. ^ ^ + c o s t sin ί.(2V,?(^(0)
du J -it ' ' '
With respect to a geodesic γ ' defined by 7/(ί) = τί ί + — ) , we can define
moving orthogonal frame by
Analogously as above, we have
(3.18)' ^ £ , *(0) = Γ [sin2 /V.,,V.,£M+cos ί sin
If we introduce a new variable s by $ = /-)-—, the above integral changes
into the following one, where the upper and the lower bounds of the integral
remain unchanged because of the periodicity of the integrand.
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(3.19) ^ Λ * ( 0 ) = Γ [cos2 s{V
eiVeM
ei) ~ c o s * s i n *
•(2V
ei.|(e, )-V^(e 1 ))-sin 2 sΊ(ex)]βs.
Summing up the 2n—2 equations in (3.18) and (3.19), we obtain
έΓ^LjB#(θ)+^^(θ)l = Γ έ[vβ|vβlefe)-f(θ
i=2idu2 du2 J J-*«=2
On the other hand, we have
V
 i V ^ i ) Λ = F(π)-F(-π) = 0 ,
where F(t) = V
βl£(£i(*))> because F(ί) is of period 2π.
As the Ricci tensor i?t ; of (SΛ, ^ 0) satisfies
we have
(3.20)
With respect to the left-hand side of (3.20) we can assert
Lemma 18.
Proof. The following characterization of Laplacian is useful. Let ely •••, en
be an orthonormal basis of TpM. Consider geodesies φi(u) satisfying the
initial conditions: φi(0) = £, . For a function / on M, we have (Af)p =
n
 d2
— 2 (f°Φi)(fyi where u is the canonical parameter on each geodesic. Take
«-i du2
γeGeod(SΛ) and consider as before the variation wf->φt(w) defined by
φi(u) = cxp
m
(e1 cos u-\-βi sin u) (i=2, •••, n)
as a curve in Geod(*Sn). With this notation the functions E( and E{* can be
expressed in the following forms respectively:
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As is well known, normal Jacobi fields defined by
βi(t) sint, βi(t) cos ty i = 2, •••, n
form an orthonormal basis of the tangent space Ty(Geoά(Sn)) with respect to
g. Hence it is sufficient to prove that each curve φi(t) is a geodesic on
(Geod(5M), g) But this was proved by R. Michel ([5], Lemma 3.5.4, pp. 44-45).
Thus we have proved Lemma 17 and consequently Lemma 16.
4. Eigen-decomposition of ®(Sn) and S2(®(Sn))
Let G b e a Lie group and H its closed subgroup. In this section we shall
study Sp(®(Sn)) (p=ί, 2) and their images by the Radon transform. We
assert the following
Theorem 3. A Killing vector field ξ on (Sny g0) is an eigen-vector field for
the eigen-value 2{n—1) with respect to the de Rham-Lichnerowicz operator. The
image ξ^ of ξ by the R.-M. transform is a spherical function on (Geod(Sn))g)y and
its eigen-value with respect to the Laplacian Δ^ is also 2(n—1).
We need three lemmas.
Lemma 19. A Killing vector field ξ on (Sn, g0) is an eigen-vector field of
the de Rham-Lichnerowicz operator for the eigen-value 2(n—l).
Proof. Since a Killing vector field satisfies
0, AS = Πξ+2Kξ = 2Kξ ,
where K = A — Δ. The scalar curvature of (Sn, g0) being n(n— 1), the assertion
follows immediately.
Lemma 20. The image ξ^ of a non-trivial Killing vector field ξ on (Sn> g0)
by the R.-M. transform is an eigen-function of Δ^ for the eigen-value 2{n—l).
Proof. By Lemma 17 and Lemma 19 we have
It is sufficient to show that ξ^ is a non-trivial function on Geod(5Λ).
Without loss of generality we may suppose ξ to be
Integrating along the geodesic 7 with the arc length s:
(*i)2+(*2)2 = 1, #3 = *4 = — = xn+1 = 0,
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we have
ξ (γ) = ζx2- xx—, x2- xι—
Jv x dx
γ
 dx2 dxx dx
= [ l ds = 2τr^0. Q.E.D.
The remaining part to be proved in Theorem 3 is that ξ^ is a spherical
function on Geod(SM). It is well known that a function on a compact sym-
metric homogeneous space is spherical if and only if it is a simultaneous eigen-
function of invariant differential operators on the space. Furthermore, it is
also known that a function is spherical if and only if it is an element of an
irreducible subspace of C(G/H) where the action of G on the space is of the
regular representation, (cf. S. Helgason [3]).
Lemma 21. The R.-M. transform restricted to Sp($t(Sn)) commutes with the
group action.
Proof. We prove the lemma only in the case of S1(^(Sn)). The general
case can be executed similarly. The action Tg*(g^SO(n-{-l)) is defined by
where T is the regular representation. Then
Q.E.D.
DEFINITION. ξ^Sp(M) is called even (resp. odd), if
where a: Sn-^>Sn is the antipodal diffeomorphism.
Here we quote a result of R. Michel [5].
Theorem (R. Michel). The sum of the space of odd tensor fields and
Im δ* is contained in the kernel of the R.-M. transform. In particular, if p=2,
they coincide.
Proof of Theorem 3. As the space S\R(Sn)) = ®(Sn) is an irreducible
representation space of SO(w+l), by Lemma 21 we can conclude that the
space S\$t(Sn))^ of the R.-M. transforms of Killing vector fields is also irredu-
cible. In fact, the R.-M. transform restricted to S1(^(»SW)) is an isomorphism,
because we can show that the kernel is trivial similarly as in the proof of
Lemma 20. Q.E.D.
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As for S2(St(S")) we have
Theorem 4. S2($(Sn)) is orthogonally decomposed into the direct sum of
three eίgen-spaces F, for the eigen-values i(i=\n> 2(rc+l), 0) of the de Rham-
Lichnerowicz operator Δ restricted to S2(®(Sn)):
with respect to the inner product (3.1). The projection operator P{ onto the direct
summand V{ is given by
^ {4(Tr ξ+cs)g
o
 + VV(Tr ξ ^
Z(n—1)
P
o
ζ^—c6gan
for ξ^S2(K(Sn)) and Cξ = B(ξ), where B is viewed as a linear form on
n
2
—\
S2(®(Sn)). The space S\®{Sn))~czC~(Geod(Sn)), the image of S2(β{Sn)) by
the R.-M. transform, is SO(n-\~l)~invariant and is orthogonally decomposed into
the direct sum:
where each VT is the SO(n-\-l)-space consisting of eigen-functions for the eigen-
value i of the Laplacίan Δ^ and is SO(n-\-\)-isomorphic to V{ under the R.-M.
transform.
For the proof we need a few lemmas.
Lemma 22. Let ξ^S2(β{Sn)). Then
V = 4(Tr Ώ f o + W Tr ξ€ΞS2(®(S»)).
Proof. From (3.9) and (3.10)' we have
(Kξ)
u
 = Riβξ
For ξ G S2(St(Sn)) this reduces to
(2.1) Aξ = 4nξ-4(Ύr ξ)g
o
-VV Tr ξ .
Then the lemma follows from Δδ* = δ*Δ. Q.E.D.
Lemma 23 Under the same assumption as in Lemma 22
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belongs to F 2 ( M + I ) Θ F 0 .
Proof. By Lemma 22 and Proposition 2, v <Ξ S2(®(Sn)). But from
Lemma 15, Tr ξ-\-c% is an eigen-function of the Laplacian for the eigen-value
2(n+l). On the other hand, by Δδ* = δ*Δ we have
ΔVV(Tr ξ+ct) = VVΔ(Tr ξ+r
€
) = 2(rc+l)VV(Tr ξ+c*). Q.E.D.
Lemma 24. For ξ tΞS\$t(Sn))
ί( 4 ( T r ?+ ^ + V V Tr f} + ^ -
w an eigen-tensor field of the de Rham-Lichnerowίcz operator for the eigen-value
An.
Proof. Making use of (3.14) and Lemma 23, we have
ΔT = Δ [ ? -
z(n—1)
= Anξ ) g o ψ (n—1
_
ί l ± l V V ( T r | + c l ) = 4 n r . Q.E.D.
n—1
Lemma 25. S2($(Sn)) has the following direct decomposition:
Proof. As a direct consequence of Lemma 23 and Lemma 24, we can
verify the lemma. Q.E.D.
Lemma 26. Let 0φτGS 2 (S n ) . T G V4n if and only if
i) δ*τ = 0 n) δτ = 0 iii) T r τ = 0 .
Proof, i) was proved in the proof of Lemma 24. For ii) we apply δ to
a typical element T of F 4 n :
L (n— 1)
VTre
w—i) l\n—1) (ΔV-(n-l)V)Trf = 0.
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For iii), if τ^V4n, we have Δτ = 4/zτ. So Δ T r τ = 4wTrτ. But from
Lemma 15 Ύr τ belongs to ffQ®ff2(n+ϋ. Then Tr τ must vanish. Con-
versely if T satisfies δ* = 0, T belongs to S2($t(S")) and from Lemma 25,
τ e F 4 M 0 F 2 ( Λ + 1 ) 0 Γ o . It is evident that 8τ = 0 implies τ e F 4 n 0 F o and
furthermore T r τ = 0 implies τ e F 4 r Q.E.D.
Lemma 27. 77i£ decomposition in Lemma 25 £y <zn orthogonal one with respect
to the inner product (3.1).
Proof. The orthogonality of V4n and F2(n+1) *s c l e a r from their mutual
orthogonality at an arbitrary point. We show the orthogonality of V2(n+1)
with V
o
. Let v = VV(Ύr ξ+Cξ)+A(Ύr ξ+Cξ)g0 (ξ<=ΞS2(K{Sn)). We have
<V,g
o
>d<r=\
= (-Δ+4«)(Tr ξ+c
ξ
)dσ = 2(«-l) ί (Tr ξ+φσ = 0 ,
Jsn
because Tr ξ+c% is a spherical harmonic.
The rest of the proof is left for the next lemma.
Lemma 28. F2(Λ + 1)£lm δ+Im δ*. Consequently V2(n+1) is orthogonal to
Proof. In fact we can show the following equality for
The second assertion follows from Lemma 26 immediately. Q.E.D.
Now let us proceed to the proof of the second half of Theorem 4.
Lemma 29 (R. Michel [5]). For ξ^S2(Sn)
Lemma 30. The restrictions of the R.-M. transform to β2 and V2(n+ϋ are
bijective respectively.
Proof. The case of i?2. By the irreducibility of i?2, the kernel of the R.-M.
transform restricted to 32 is trivial or i?2 itself. So it is sufficient to show that
the R.-M. transform is non-trivial. To see this we will show the existence
of a great circle γ such that
12 12'12
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where the notation ξ is as in 2. The existence of such a circle is obvious.
12
The case of F2(w + 1). Assume η~=0 for v^V2(n+1). Then
+Q)Γ = >Γ = 0
for some ξ^S2(&(Sn)). From the theorem of R. Michel quoted earlier we
know that Im δ* Π S\Sn) is contained in the kernel of the R.-M. transform.
Hence (VV(Tr ξ+c$f= — (δ* δ* (Tr ξ + c
ξ
))~ = 0. Then (Tr ξ + c$p = 0.
From the first assertion of this lemma
V = Trζ+ct = 0. Q.E.D.
Lemma 31. The R.-M. transform restricted to V4n is bijectiυe.
Proof. By Lemma 26, F 4 McKer δ. Hence by the theorem of Berger
and Ebin quoted in 3, we see easily that VAn is in the orthogonal complement of
Im δ*. Consequently, by the theorem of R. Michel, it suffices to show that
there is no non-trivial odd element belonging to V4n. Since a Killing vector
field is obviously even there is no such an element in S2($i(Sn)). Q.E.D.
From Lemma 29, Lemma 30 and Lemma 31 we can conclude that
Thus we have proved Theorem 4.
REMARK, dim V4n=~(n—2)(n+l)(n+2)(n+3), since6
dim S*(Sl(S"))= 2
In particular, V4n= {0} if and only if n=2.
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